


LUXURY & PERFORMANCE
BELLKARA

The stunning silhouette of this exciting aluminum sloop stands out from other vessels, offering simple yet noble lines,  
perfect proportions, and most advanced engineering. Her unique concept originates from a desire for unsurpassed  
freedom, love of the sea, and passion for sailing. An experienced sailor, the owner, had extraordinary yet precise  
requirements driven by the goal to maximize comfort without compromising on sailing performance. A real challenge to all 
parties involved, project management was entrusted to Norbert Sedlacek, a world-renowned sailor whose experience from 
single-handed circumnavigation was essential to this project.
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Sloop with lifting keel
Bureau Veritas
Aluminium

27,91 m
27,40 m
7,46 m
2,35 m / 4,70 m

85,00 t 
16,75 t
10 Kn

4 000 L
3 000 L
267 L

230 m2
200 m2 
90 m2
260 m2
310 m2
500 m2 

Cummins QSB 5,9 355 HP
2x Cummins 22,5 kW
Raymarine
Lorima 
Incidence
Cariboni
Harken  

Yacht Construction Consulting 
Vincent Lebailly Yacht Design
YCC & Vincent Lebailly
YCC & Conrad Shipyard

Type
Classification Society

Hull material

Length overall
Length at waterline

Beam
Draught keel up/down

Displacement
Ballast

Cruising engine speed

Fuel capacity
Fresh water capacity

Grey/black water capacity

Main sail
Genoa
Solent

Code zero
Gennaker

Asymmetrical spinnaker

Main Engine
Generators
Navigation

Rigging
Sails

Hydraulic system
Deck equipment

Concept
Naval Architecture

Exterior Design
Interior Design

ENGINE ROOM

DECK LAYOUT

INTERIOR LAYOUT



Performance-oriented hull lines powered by carbon rig, well-balanced sails, and a lifting keel are the secret to the outstanding 
nautical characteristics of Bellkara. The modern and dynamic silhouette of the yacht is additionally underlined by her exciting silvery 
livery, distinctive deckhouse glazing, four-spreader mast towering over the deck, red exterior upholstery, and red paint accents. 
She is fast, agile, and responsive, yet a luxurious cruiser delivering highest comfort to the owner and his guests. A powerful 355 
hp engine, large fuel tanks, a strong hull, and unlimited sailing range ensure Bellkara is ready for long-range cruising on open 
seas in most challenging situations.

A hydraulic lifting keel allows for anchoring in charming and shallow bays, as well as outstanding sailing performance in most 
demanding conditions. Sails are handled using hydraulic winches, stay furlers, and an in-boom furler of the mainsail. The aft 
section of the yacht accommodates a spacious garage for a luxurious 5-meter jet tender that can be easily launched using the 
main boom once the full-size garage hatch is open. A wide and comfortable gangway integrated into the stern provides a stable 
connection to the shore.

Bellkara’s wide beam delivers excellent interior space, divided into two zones. The aft section contains crew accommodations with 
two twin bed crew cabins, a crew mess, a laundry area, and a navigation desk. From the crew area, there is a separate crew 
companionway and direct access to the engine room. Further forward, the functional galley forms a link between crew area and 
the living area for the owner and his guests. The full-beam main salon is comprised of a generous dining area and a separate 
area for entertainment and relaxation. The center of the yacht provides remarkable headroom and convenient access to the 
cockpit. Four guests can sleep in two guest cabins, one with twin beds and the other with a double bed. Each guest cabin has its 
en suite bathroom. The exquisite owner’s cabin accommodates a huge bedroom with a walk-in wardrobe, a beautiful bathroom, 
and a separate head. It is located in the bow, separate from the salon by an adjoining corridor, offering exceptional comfort and 
silence to the owner.

The deck layout is another example of Bellkara’s ideal combination of experience, functionality, comfort, and safety. It includes 
two helm stations, an ergonomic and safe cockpit, and fantastic flush aft and front deck. All possible deck equipment, including 
the hydraulic anchor system, is hidden flush underneath the deck. The spacious deck cockpit with two symmetrical sofas and two 
large tables for twelve creates a significant outdoor relaxation area where guests can enjoy the fresh air and panoramic views. 
The port table can be lowered to form a comfortable sunbed, while the starboard table has a functional built-in beverage cooler. 
When the bimini top is in place, the cockpit is transformed into a cozy deck salon protected from sun, wind, and rain.

Bellkara was a complete team effort born out of dreams, passion, and experience. The result is a fantastic sailing yacht offering 
an uncompromising balance of luxury and performance.
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